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TABS - an Asynchronous Block Serial Protocol for Multipoint Applications

by Paul J. Schachter - AT&T Bell Laboratories

1.  Introduction

Since the early 1960’s, AT&T has established a trend toward centralized and remote
operations of the transmission network. Thorough and continuous monitoring of global
network properties can only be achieved through centralization. As a result, a secondary
network has evolved in support of these monitoring functions. The “telemetry network”
comprises a system of distributed processors dedicated to analyses of the transmission
network, together with all necessary communication links. Monitoring access to the
transmission network is provided at special interface points. Often the interface hardware
is integrated into the transmission network element itself.

AT&T uses a special protocol, TABS, the Telemetry Asynchronous Block Serial
protocol, at the interface between the telemetry network and the transmission network.[1]

TABS was designed by AT&T Bell Laboratories to optimize the performance and
economics of this interface. In this paper, we describe the structure of that protocol, its
performance properties and current implementations.

2.  Design Criteria for TABS

Economic constraints require the cost of the maintenance interface to be minimal relative
to supporting network equipment. This objective is met by using an arrangement of
concentration devices which minimize redundant processing functions and by imposing
small amounts of overhead on individual network elements. The principle behind such an
architecture is to allocate processing and overhead requirements to a unit in inverse
proportion to the frequency of its occurrence in the network. For units as ubiquitous as
time division multiplex and optical fiber terminating bays, a simple asynchronous protocol
with a four wire physical connection was chosen to carry data across the maintenance
interface. Standard UARTs then suffice for communication processing. An 8-bit
Information byte was chosen to ease translation between external maintenance information
and internal byte format. Simplicity and ease of interface design are key attributes of this
protocol. See Figure 1.



Figure 1
AT&T Maintenance Architecture

The TABS protocol is used primarily for remote maintenance of transmission equipment.
In a typical application, multiple transmission units within one network installation are
connected to a single telemetry processor within the same office, either by multipoint links
or by multiple point to point connections with the telemetry processor. The transmission
units are mostly passive, assuming a slave role relative to the master status of the telemetry
processor, which controls all communications.

3.  Protocol Structure

TABS is an asynchronous, polled multipoint “master-slave” communication protocol that
supports moderate data transfer rates over wire pairs of medium length, or over longer
distances using RS232 signals over modems. TABS is layered in a hierarchical manner.
Logical processes residing in a given layer in one TABS entity (master/slave)
communicate with processes of the same layer in the other TABS entity using the services
provided by the next lower layer. Each layer of communication provides services to the
next higher layer. TABS has three layers: the physical and electrical layer, data link layer
and applications layer.

3.1  Physical and Electrical Layer

The physical interface for a TABS connection between the master and slaves uses the
requirements of EIA standard RS485  The interface between the master and the slaves is[2]

a four wire interconnect with one pair used to transmit data from the master to one or
more slaves and the second pair to transmit data from the slaves to the master. Bus cable



is 22 or 24 gauge twisted pair (approximately 100 ohms impedance). The topology of the
link is a bus. Main cable length can be up to 4000 feet with stubs between the bus and the
slaves up to 10 feet. Up to 32 slave units may be connected to the main bus. A “0” state
is defined as an EIA RS485 “Mark” state. A “1” state is defined as an ELA RS485
“Space” state. The idle state of the port is a “1” or “Space” state.

The master and slave transmitters have three-state drivers as described in RS485. Both the
slave transmitter and receiver have an optioned 120 ohm terminating resistor. These
resistors are always connected on the most distant slave. The transmitter in the master
drives up to 32 unit loads as defined in RS485.

3.2  Data Link Layer

The data link layer provides framing information for level 3 messages, controls multipoint
addressing on the link, provides transparency to level 3 information and handles necessary
error detection and recovery procedures.

3.2.1  Frame Structure Transmission is asynchronous serial with transmission of each
character as follows (in order transmitted): One start bit, eight information bits (byte),
least significant bit transmitted first, one odd parity bit one stop bit.

Start 0=LSB 1 2 3 4 5 6 7=MSB parity stop

The rates for transmission and reception of data are a function of the particular
application. Rates of 300, 1200, 2400, 4800 and 9600 baud are acceptable.

The basic unit of level 2 transmission is the frame, containing a header, optional I-field,
and a checksum:

Header ID - 8 bits

Address Command
  5 bits    3 bits

I-Field Byte Count - 8 bits

I-Field 0 - 255 bytes

Checksum LSB - 8 bits

Checksum MSB - 8 bits



The Header ID indicates whether the level 2 frame is a request or response: DB (hex) is
used for requests and E7 (hex) for responses. The Address at level 2 indicates the identity
of a particular slave unit. The address can range from 0 to 31. The Command Code
indicates the purpose of the transmission. Level 2 uses three bits (0, 1, and 2) of the
second byte for commands. Currently three types of commands are defined:

C I-frame - command code 0 (000) is used to transmit level 3 information
C Resend - command code 1 (001) is used in the recovery from communication errors
C Test - command code 4 (100) is used to evaluate the reliability of the communication

link

Information transparency is achieved with the I-Field Byte Count. This indicates the
number of bytes of the I-field to follow, which may range from 0 (e.g., no I-field) to 255.

The I-Field may contain a level 3 message or a level 2 test pattern. The contents of the
level 3 message in an I-frame are transparent to level 2. I-frame requests and responses
may contain 0 to 255 bytes in their I-fields.

The Checksum is the 16-bit sum of all bytes in the The checksum is the 16-bit sum of all
bytes in the frame, excluding itself. The least significant byte of the checksum is
transmitted first.

3.2.2  Link Procedures Level 2 communications is polled, half duplex. For error
recovery purposes, the slave always retains a copy of the last message which it
transmitted. The master coordinates error recovery procedures and port/address failure
procedures. It must coordinate the reception of messages from all slaves on the link.
Under normal operations, only one message is outstanding on a TABS link at any given
time. The master waits until a valid response header is received with the proper slave
address or until a time out limit is exceeded before sending another request.

The response of a slave to an error free resend request is determined by the state of an
internal indicator set by the slave. The indicator is denoted by I in table 2. It tells the slave
when to send the contents of its buffer or when to ask for another request message from
the master.

3.2.3  Finite State Machine Representation The data link layer of TABS can be
represented as the interaction of two finite state machines. State tables for both the master
and the slave entities are given in the following two tables.

Each table is read as follows: For a given state (row) and a given input (column), the
intersection contains the subsequent state in the top entry and the output in the bottom



TABS Master Entity - Level 2 State Table

State Input (Response)

I-Frame Test Resend Error or Null

1. Await I-Frame 7 5 5 5
1st XMT

Null Resend Resend Resend

2. Await Test 6 7 6 6
1st XMT

Resend Null Resend Resend

3. Await I-Frame 7 7 7 7
2nd XMT

Null Null* Null* Null*

4. Await Test 7 7 7 7
2nd XMT

Null* Null Null* Null*

5. Await Resend 7 7 3 7
or I-Frame

Null Null* I-Frame Null*

6. Await Resend 7 7 4 7
or Test

Null* Null Test Null*

7. Idle 7 7 7 7

Null Null Null Null

Table 1: Finite State Machine Representation of TABS Master Entity

entry. Note that the master inputs coincide with the slave outputs and the slave inputs
coincide with the master outputs.

3.3  Applications Layer

All level 3 requests sent from a master contain a 1-byte level 3 command byte as the first
byte. This Command byte defines the level 3 message type and determines the presence
and interpretation of any other information in the message. Level 3 responses sent from
slaves have a Command byte and a Response Status byte as the first two bytes.



TABS Slave Entity - Level 2 State Table

State Input (Request)

I-Frame Test Resend Error Null

1. Idle, I=0 3 4 7 1 1

Null Null Null Null Null

2. Idle, I=1 5 6 8 1 2

Null Null Null Null Null

3. Sending I-Frame : I=0 5 6 5 1 2

Error Error Error Error I-Frame

4. Sending Test : I=0 5 6 6 1 2

Error Error Error Error Test

5. Sending I-Frame : I=1 5 6 5 1 2

Error Error Error Error I-Frame

6. Sending Test : I=1 5 6 6 1 2

Error Error Error Error Test

7. Sending Resend Resp 3 4 7 1 1
(I=0)

Error Error Error Error Resend

8. Sending Buffer 5 6 8 1 2
(I=1)

Error Error Error Error Buffer

Table 2: Finite State Machine Representation of TABS Slave Entity

The level 3 Command byte (first byte in the message), matches the Command byte from
the request that triggered the response. This Command byte determines the presence and
interpretation of information in the message other than the Response Status byte.

The second byte in the message, The Response Status byte, gives the master information
on the state of the slave. It is defined as follows:

Bit 0 - More Data: This bit indicates whether an additional response message is needed
to return the data requested in the request message.



Bit 1 - Diagnostic Pending: The slave sets this bit to 0 in all level 3 response messages
unless it has generated diagnostic messages to send to the master;

Bit 2 - Reconfiguration Needed: The slave sets this bit to 1 if the architecture of the slave
changes so to affect the validity of the information in the configuration message, or if the
slave is “reset” (e.g., by turning power on).

4.  Performance Analyses

Analyses of the TABS protocol has yielded useful information concerning performance in
different operating environments. By fairly tedious counting arguments, it can be shown
that the combination of odd parity on characters and vertical checksum on frames detects:
All odd errors, all double errors and better than 99.7% of all errors with 4 or more bits.

Analyses of the throughput efficiency of TABS has been carried out to evaluate
performance under variable message lengths. At 2400 baud, the protocol is robust in the
region of 10 - 10  background noise bit error rate with message lengths ranging between-4  -6

1 and 2.5 kilobits. In this region the link efficiency ranges between .65 and .70, which is
near the ideal maximum of 8/ 11 = .727.

5.  Current Implementations

At the present time, AT&T has gained a considerable amount of experience in the use of
the TABS protocol. There are now 3 types of hardware implementations of the TABS
master being used in the telemetry network. These are monitoring 9 distinct types of the
newest high capacity digital transmission systems, serving as TABS slaves. Combinations
of these entities are deployed at hundreds of sites, with a large growth rate expected.

6.  Conclusion

TABS is a simple asynchronous protocol which was designed for retrieval of operations
data which minimizes processing requirements on the maintenance interface of
transmission systems. In this paper, we have described the main properties of the
protocol structure, given a finite state machine representation of the protocol and
discussed some of its performance properties. TABS is being used extensively by AT&T
as the maintenance interface on high capacity digital systems.
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